Understanding stage gas
production following wellbore
hydraulic fracturing or
acid stimulation

Introduction
A range of specialist chemical tracers are commonly
used during hydraulic frac or acid stimulation to quantify
individual stage gas flow into a well. This information can
be used to optimise future well placement, stimulation
design and production strategy to maximise gas flow from
the most productive reservoir layers at minimal cost.
Chemical gas tracers are typically used alongside water
and liquid hydrocarbon tracers to establish production
differences between phases and determine if liquid
hydrocarbon is forming through pressure drop in the
reservoir or wellbore as it flows to the surface.

• the effectiveness of different stimulation design
on gas productivity
• geological layer and gas productivity correlation
• individual stage gas flow change when adjusting
choke size
• optimal well spacing for pad efficiency
• parent - child relationships and locations along
a lateral(s) where communication occurs
• depleted reservoir zone locations

The patented method of gas tracer deployment makes it
the only quantifiable technology on offer. It requires no
use of wires, fiber optics or the deployment of production
logging tools that are either prone to failure or need risky
well intervention. The technology also has no well length
or complexity limitations, especially important when
using artificial lift or drilling extended reach and
multilateral wells.
Value through stage gas flow insight

Gas tracer properties

Typical value from gas tracing includes the ability to
measure:

Gas tracers are unique chemicals that are in the liquid
phase at room temperature but due to their chemical
structure, are prone to vaporisation when in contact with
hydrocarbon gas at elevated temperatures, as found in oil
and gas reservoirs.

• comparative stage gas production and changes
over time
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Their chemical structures also make them extremely
stable at reservoir conditions with zero degradation over
several years allowing stage gas flow measurement for a
considerable time period.
The tracers are very sensitive to gas chromatography with
detection as low as one part per trillion allowing positive
detection even when diluted in high gas flow rates. Their
sensitivity also minimises deployment logistics as less than
one cup of chemical is needed per project stage.

Project deployment and sampling
All gas tracers are liquids at ambient temperature but are
susceptible to evaporation due to their chemical nature.
They are therefore shipped to a work site in sealed screw
cap containers and are chilled prior to application to
minimise loss to atmosphere when each container
is opened.

As is the case with hydrocarbon gases such as methane,
ethane and propane, gas tracers partition between vapor
and liquid hydrocarbons based upon their individual
unique properties. Knowledge of each of these solubility
behaviors at flow line pressures and temperatures in gas
and liquid hydrocarbon phases allows each of them to be
fully quantified in both gas and oil flowing to the surface.
Once fully quantified, tracer returns can be compared to
build an accurate profile of stage productivity. Without this
capability significant inaccuracy will be present.
In order to understand phase behavior Tracerco has
invested in state of art P.V.T. laboratory equipment
including recombination cell capability. This allows gas
tracer behaviors to be tested at a wide range of pressures
and temperatures found in both oil and gas reservoirs as
well as production equipment such as test separators and
flow lines. The testing of many different oil and gas types
has allowed us to build a comprehensive library of tracer
properties that can be used in each gas tracer project with
respect to design and data interpretation.
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The tracer is added to the hydraulic pump flow line during
stimulation of each stage using a small pump under a
water blanket. When injected into the flowing stimulation
fluid, each tracer forms a water continuous emulsion on
transit into the well. Upon contact with hydrocarbon gas in
the reservoir it moves across due to its high insolubility to
the aqueous phase and its strong affinity for gas. To date
gas tracers have been successfully deployed in water, acid,
a variety of viscous gels, nitrogen and carbon dioxide with
no detrimental effects on stimulation fluid properties.
Gas sample cylinders are provided by Tracerco suitable for
flow line pressures and temperatures. A series of samples
are taken from the production system and sent to a
Tracerco laboratory for analysis or, if deemed appropriate,
we have mobile lab capabilities that allow us to bring our
laboratory capabilities to you.
Our innovative work gives customers the insights they
need to help solve their problems. Read more of our case
studies at Tracerco.com/downloads/case-studies.
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